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Northern Italy has been the first sizeable European region

largely affected by COVID-19. At the time being (March 15th 2020)

the Italian Ministry of Health reports 20,603 SARS-CoV-2 positive

cases and 1,809 deaths [1] . This is an opportunity of witnessing

how COVID-19 is affecting people with Cystic Fibrosis (pwCF) not

just in terms of clinical expression, but also by the reshaping of so-

cial behaviours, access to specific therapeutics, and models of care.

In Italy COVID-19 has been reported (so far) in two mildly

symptomatic CF patients, one adult and a newborn child, whose

clinical evolution is still unclear (personal communications). The

diffusion of the virus in the general population and the increas-

ing number of severely ill people have understandably been a sub-

stantial cause of concern for the national CF community, the major

worry being that the CF patient is more vulnerable to a severe clin-

ical course of COVID-19. Although this is not yet known to be true,

the 2009-2010 pandemic Influenza A (H1N1) could perhaps offer

some insights. Patients with CF infected with H1N1, particularly

those with advanced stage lung disease, showed increased mor-

bidity and a higher case fatality rate compared to healthy controls

as well as patients with other chronic respiratory diseases [ 2 , 3 ].

COVID-19 is a different respiratory disease, but it seems reason-

able to assume that those with a pre-existing lung condition, like

CF, would be at greater risk of more severe manifestations of dis-

ease than are healthy people. Several Italian CF centers are joining

in a network that will collect COVID-19 cases and will hopefully

provide the data so urgently needed. 

In an epidemic context, complicated by the present uncertain-

ties and quite volatile circumstances, it is extremely challenging

to convey conclusive messages. The Italian government decided to

seal off two large regions where there were foci of infection. This

was communicated on the February 22-23 weekend with great

emphasis with 24 hour coverage in all of the media. Just a few

days later, regional authorities and several media challenged these

provisions, voicing concerns about the everyday life and long-term

economic consequences. The harsh public debate that followed

weakened the determination of the population to adhere to the

infection control procedures. Words of caution from the scientific

community were not given proper attention by many people in

the community, underestimating the seriousness of the situation,

which in turn reduced the efficacy of the prevention measures.

Two weeks later the rapidly increasing trend of infections led the

government to issuing even more draconian measures involving
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he whole nation. These inconsistencies confused and upset the

opulation, but were even more disturbing for pwCF, who are well

ware of the potential personal impact. 

A further cause of concern was the message continuously re-

eated by the media that COVID-19 deaths concerned mainly el-

erly people or those with concomitant diseases. Although this

as meant to reassure the general population, it had the opposite

ffect on those suffering from chronic diseases, including pwCF.

he news reporting shortage of ICU beds and advanced care tech-

ology made some pwCF worry about reduced access to lifesaving

herapies should they suffer severe pulmonary exacerbations. 

Hospital regulations changed repeatedly while the SARS-CoV-2

tory was evolving, becoming progressively stricter but also more

ifficult to interpret for those with chronic pulmonary diseases like

F. Initially, some health institutions phoned patients before sched-

led admissions, aimed at exploring if patients had visited high

isk zones or had been in contact with a suspect or confirmed case

f SARS-CoV-2 infection during the previous fortnight. The inter-

iew, which included questions on the presence of fever, dyspnea

r cough, was meant to single out individuals at risk of infecting

thers, and these patients were asked not to go to the hospital.

his pre-clinic triage had evident limitations when used in pwCF,

ho have daily respiratory symptoms; it may make it difficult to

istinguish classic CF pulmonary exacerbations from the first signs

f COVID-19, and hence risk unnecessarily delayed appointments.

ventually, as SARS-CoV-2 cases increased, most hospitals stopped

on-urgent activities and limited access to wards and clinics to ur-

ent cases only. Because of the impossibility to predict the end

f the critical phase, pwCF could not be immediately rescheduled,

ausing disruptions to the essential monitoring of patients defined

n our standards of care [4] . 

The limited access to hospital services highlights the sig-

ificance and urgency of alternative methods of care, such as

elemedicine [5] . CF is a chronic condition best served by regular

onitoring by a multidisciplinary team; much of this care is ideal

or telehealth and there have already been positive experiences

eported [ 6 , 7 , 8 ]. In Italy, a few pilot programs have been imple-

ented [ 9 , 10 ], but telemedicine is far from routine use and there

re hurdles to its practice in today’s critical context. Patients and

amilies must have access to the internet. While many team mem-

ers are able to establish sufficient conversation, there are other

spects of care that require a face-to-face interaction (e.g. perfor-

ance of hands-on pulmonary therapy). The need for spirome-

ry, laboratory monitoring, and sputum cultures might be circum-
y. 
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ented by home technology and other local resources, but they are

ot universally reliable. 

COVID-19 is also having a significant impact on CF research in

taly. Many investigators are currently prohibited from their work

n order to limit the risk of cross-infections and viral dissemina-

ion. Travel limitations and staff shortages are making appoint-

ents scheduled for clinical studies much harder to keep. Offers

f rescheduling are not infrequently declined by trial participants

oncerned about exposure, with a serious risk of loss of data and

roblematic drug distribution. 

All of these issues point to a CF disadvantage in the current

andemic crisis. This is only partially balanced by the familiarity

f pwCF with infection control measures, such as the use of face

asks, advice to avoid contacts with other CF patients and seg-

egation policies adopted in CF Centers. They are probably better

quipped for a new way of social life than healthy individuals, who

re now paradoxically faced with regulations and procedures they

ad previously encountered only in fictional situations, like in the

Five Feet Apart” movie [11] . While this may offer a theoretical ad-

antage in the current context, we should not jeopardize it with

nconsistent communication and limited consideration of CF pecu-

iarities. 

COVID-19 has modified patients’ and health professionals’ lives

nd ways to handle CF. It is vital to keep pwCF and their families

nformed, adapt to a situation which is not only unprecedented but

lso changing by the day, and continue to invest in research be-

ause, to quote what I was recently told, “eventually the virus will

o, CF will stay”. That is undoubtable, but it is also likely that at

he end of the pandemic, the way we deal with CF will be differ-

nt. Some changes may be positive, like an acceleration in the use
f telehealth technologies and remote monitoring of clinical status,

or others, like a possible shift in research directions or different

hoices in healthcare investments, it is hard to foresee the impact

n CF. 
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